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On the Format of Files Containing PfoSl='ams 

Some conventions on the format of files containing symbolic 

programs are necessary so that common editing routines can be ptovided 

for all s)1mbolic program files, regardless of language. It is desirable 

that the conventions permit as flexible a format as possible for the 

individual translator1 keweoex~ It should be possible for the same 

general editor programs to be used on memorandum files of English text. 

In all these applications, a fundamenlal subdivision of a file is 
-t~l ().eel . . . 

a record corresponding usually to a lin~ of typ~a~input and to one 

program statement. Three ways have been suggested to separate records: 

l. A carriage return cbaract~r between the last character of one 

record and the first character of the next ·record. 

2. An othet'Wise ille&f!- cha.raeter bit pat~eru between the last 

character of one record and the first character of the ntmt. record. 

In this ·cas.e, a single record may contain sevel"al carriage returns. 

3o The record-mark. Here1 the first lvord of each record would contain 

a count of the number of words in the record. The first word may 

also contain some otherwise illegal bit combination. 

Upon compar.ing these three schemes, no outstanding advantages 

can be found for methods 2 or 3 to compensate for the simplicitY, of . . 
lD! thod 1.. 1'he record mark of method 3 has ·.the minor disadvantage that 

if the word count of a record should be tirong fot some reason, a 

special program procedure must be provided to scan the file for the 

next record1 or else the Whole file· after the error must be considered 

lost. On the other band1 a raissing record mark. in method l or 2 will 

merely cause a long record to be encountered, and no special procedure 

is neaded to salyage the rest of the file. (The string-pointer format 

of ME!_. - M9»1VY and Dl'J."JXi files have tM.s same flaw - a fouled up 

pointer word means the Whole file is lost; such failures have proven 

to be f~ly common and are in fact one of the raanons·this command 

has remained unused~) 
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Also, methods 2 and 3 both ~equire more storage space than does 

method 1. For all these reasons it seems quite reasonable to adopt the 

simple format of a carriage return to sepa=ate records. 

Within a record, one format c:onvention appears useful. Although 

the commands ED and 'IYPSET have c~.tablished that line numbers are not 

essential t~ the editing process~ it is equally clear that some users 

prefer to work with files having their records sequence numbered. T~1e 

sub4ivisions of a re~o~d we will call fields. Following ~1e logic 
, ==4aP:4tW 

exp~e~sed above with respect to record delimiters, the delimiter l1bic4 

separates fields should be the tabulate character. Thus the inter.na.l 

representation of a record is identical with the representation in the 

mind of the typist who created the record. 

We may now add the sequence number as an extra field, complete 

with tab character; placing this field either at the beginning or the 

end of every record. Either convention could be used, but it seems 

preferable to put the field at the end, so that a program which wishes 

to ignore the field can do so trivially. The sequence numbar field 

would'.be introduced by the editor program, which would simply tack it 

on the end of whatever was typed at the console. (Before the carriage 

return, of course.) 

The$.'e conventions are sufficient to be able ~o provide a general 

editor program. They leave to the des!gne~ of a translator considerable 

freedom in the format of the reeords his translator will accept. 

H~ may wish to restrict the format further, if he desires, by 

1~1ting the character set and record size to th&t which can be mapped 

onto a1t 80 column Hollerith card, for example. (Such a rest~ic.tion is 

probably necessary, say, for a F~B.TRAN lV translator.) On the other hand, 

a new, interactive, translator may take full advantage of all possible 

flexibility. 

One other similar problem ebould be considered: that of obtaining 

fan .. fold program listings in bulk, off-line. Here, the most desirable 

solution would be, of course, a pzinter with a full 8-bit character 

set. The program driving the priuter would also have to make some 

standard interpretations of ~1e meaning of the tab characters. the 

present convention, that tabs are placed every 15 columns, seems per .. 

fectly satisfactory. 



Any attempt to regulate tab settings more p~ecisely will require 

. that tab settings be rec'Orded in the file somehow. If such an approach 

is used, this information would also be of use to editor and console 

print programs. The conventions used to record tab settings is again 
l 

one ~\eh must be observed by .!ll programs which read BCD files, -bu.t- c-' .• :x""-'-
tbey)'interpret tab setting information as BCD data for the prog"Z:am. 

One possible convention which would maintain at least an illusion. 

that the BCD file contains an exact representation of the character 

typed on the typewriter would be the follO\".dng. Invent two new 8-itit 

characters which represent "TAB set" and "TAB clear'' respective!)"• Each 

of these 8-bit characters is immediately followed by an 8-bit binary 

number, designating the column in which a tab is to be' set or removeda 

With this convention, one could change the tab setting by insertit'l..g 

in a file a recoxd containing tab set and tab clear Characters. There 

is, in fact, ~why a future typewriter could not accept and f_-..:,_,_l} ('' ,) 

interpret properly these characters, and also transmit them when the - · 

tabs are set by the user. 


